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Teresita FernAndez: Midnight(on wall) and Twin(on floor), both 2002, mixed mediums; at Miami Art Museum.
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rstallation last season at
"eresita Fern6ndez con-
rer minimalist reveries on
lnd idea of landscape.
-" past several years she
ibited frequently in the
C abroad; her recent
end to evoke the ele-
,f light, shadow, water,
rnd foliage, and their

ordering in space, which have
enchanted gardeners and
painters for centuries. She sig-
nals her contemporary viewpoint
on this long tradition by using
late 20th-century synthetic mate-
rials, clearly revealed and juxta-
posed. When she is most suc-
cessful, as in this work, her
visual cues skillfully evoke our
powerful memories of land-
scapes we have experienced in
both nature and art. Magically,
we can lmagine a cluster of
plastic cubes as a cloud, or a
surface of glass beads as a
shimmering pond.

For MAM, Ferndndez
designed an oval room. At vary-
ing levels on its curving white
walls hovered amorphous con-
figurations of small acrylic
cubes, set more densely at the
center and thinning out at the
edges. The transparent cubes
were colored only on their back
sides in several shades of blue,
so that they seemed to float just
in front of the wall's surface. On
the floor, two irregularly curving
platforms were covered with lit-
erally millions of tiny, clear glass
spheres through which were
refracted dappled shapes of light
and shadow. The general effect
of the piece was of softly shifting
atmospheres and reflecting sur-
faces: cool, sensual, serene and
conceptually rigorous.

Ferndndez, like many artists
before her, engages in a dia-
logue between aftifice and
nature. ln considering the history
of this dialogue, Seurat's lyrical,
atomized landscapes as well as
Monet's paintings of water lilies
seem especially relevant. ln her
thoughtful contribution to the dis-
course, Ferndndez recalls
Monet's oval rooms lined with

water-garden paintings at the
Orangerie in Paris. Monet made
these installations with a gener-
ous hope that they would serve
as a refuge and refreshment for
harried urbanites. Fern6ndez,
using a new vocabulary of forms
and materials, also creates aftifi-
cial environments that generous-
Iy make a place for connecting
to nature in imagination. Evoking
neither the awesome storms and
threatening avalanches often
associated in the literature of
landscape with the masculine
"sublime," nor quite the "beauti-
ful" version of nature, modest
and domesticated, that has been
associated with the feminine,
Fern6ndez constructs a nature
that has a contemporary, syn-
thetic beauty in which femininity
is imbued with toughness.

-Paula 
Harper

Robert Miller
at Dorsch
Robert Miller, owner of one of
New York's leading galleries, was
originally trained as a painter.
During his gallery career, he
maintained a studio and contin-
ued to paint. Over the course of
the past decade, as an illness
affecting his spine forced his
withdrawal from dayto-day
gallery operations, Miller, who
has long divided his time
between New York and South
Florida, took up residence in
Miami's South Beach. He has
devoted himself to painting and
the practice of Tibetan Buddhism,
the latter serving as the primary
source of inspiration for his art.

ln the '80s, Miller began to
paint a series of works, which
came to number in the thou-
sands, devoted to Tibetan
singing bowls. While the early
paintings in the series were small
and dark, the artist's increasing
preoccupation with Buddhism,
which involved travels to lndia
and stays in monasteries, led him
to somewhat larger formats and a
lighter, more colorful palette.
Executed either in watercolor or
acrylic, the later paintings in the

series, some of which were
exhibited at Miami's Dorothy Blau
Gallery in 2000, showed the bowl
in proflle as a hemisphere or
semicircle that occupied almost
the entire picture surface. While
most of the works presented
luminous, liquid color shapes pro-
duced through staining or smooth
brushing, others were quite ges-
tural. ln Tibetan rituals, singing
bowls are filled with water and
stroked around the rims to pro-
duce a variety of tones; when
"singing," the water within the
bowls rises in a central wave.

ln mid-2001, Miller initiated a
series of larger, more physically
assedive and dynamic paintings,
nine of which were shown last
season at the Dorsch Gallery
under the collective title "Lama
Norlha," in honor of the Tibetan
Buddhist monk Lama Norlha
Rinpoche. Each of the paintings
features regular, rhythmic patterns
of stripes extending across the
surface of neutraltoned canvases
in symmetrical undulations.
Executed in acrylic and a clear gel
medium, each work displays a dif-
ferent color combination and wave
pattern. Some consist of a single
panel; others are diptychs or
polyptychs in which the panels
abut or hang a few inches apaft.
ln almost all the paintings, the
glossy, evenly spaced lines fea-
ture raised knobs and rims of
paint along their top and bottom

Gretchen Huplel: I nedia
(detail), trom the "Scale
Problems" series, ca. 1999,
mixed mediums,60 by 8 by I
inches; at Marcia Wood.

rrles White: Resonate (Blue on Blue),2003, enamel on anodized
m, 20 by 66 inches; at David Adamson.
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Katie Grinnan: Phantom Limb,2OO3,
mixed mediums, 8% by 8t/. by 4'l leel;
at ACME.

edges that catch the light and acti-
vate the paintings. The grounds
below the stripes are not painted
a single, neutral hue, but are
worked and layered to produce
scumbled teltures as well as a
sense of substance and dePth.

ln a few of the works seen at
Dorsch, the lines appear as flat,
linear patterns that carry the sug-
gestion of gentle, flowing move-
ment, evoking ripples in water or
recalling the sound waves of ear-
lier singing bowl works. ln con-

Charles Long: Soundly Through the
Noise, 2OO3, mixed mediums , 4% by 3
by 2%leel:' at Shoshana Wayne.

trast to these quietly meditative
pieces stand paintings in which
the wave patterns produce near-
dizzying optical effects. Here, the
lines seem to warp the canvas,
producing the illusion of a cylin-
drical volume running vefiically
down the center.

The exhibition also included a
mural-scale work (10 by 34%teel)
executed on unstretched canvas
stapled to the wall along its top
edge. This painting further depart-
ed from the others in that it did not
feature waves, but extended rows
of short, vertical strokes in ocher
made with a dry brush against a
sized, unpainted ground. The
work is gestural but impersonal,
the marks standing like a gather-
ing of so many units-so many
people, perhaps, or grains of
sand. lt is a heroic piece and
becomes the more so when one
considers its scale in the context
of the arlist's physical difficulties.
Before Miller embarked on the
"Lama Norlha" series, a Buddhist
monk advised him, "You must first
realize the illusory nature of your
own body. Then realize the illuso-

ry nature of all appearances, and
paint that." lt appears that he has.

-Roni Feinstein

SANTA FE

Joseph Marioni
at Charlotte Jackson
Over more than three decades,
Joseph Marioni has refined his
beautiful and intelligent mono-
chromes, nine of which from
2000-03 comprised this show.
One large and two small works
bore the lille Red Painting;two
each were called Yellow Painting
and Black Painting; there was a
single Orange Painting and one
White Painting. These titles are
provocative, because no two
"red" paintings, for example,
resemble each other, nor do indi-
vidual works maintain stable
hues in perception: from far off,
Orange Painting looks purple,
and when compared to a "red," it
turns brown. Such effects are
coaxed by Marioni's process of
building multiple layers of acrylic
in varying hues and degrees of
transparency [see A.r. 4., June
'991. The meaning of his work
partly resides in the gap between
the title's bluntness and our expe-
rience of this pafticular B/ack
Painting, with its oxblood or pur-
ple undertones.

Marioni challenges our patience
and discernment, prompting us to
question what we are actually see-

ing at each moment and under
different light conditions. Even if
we're skeptical of his interest in
archetypes-do colors in fact
retain f undamental meanings
across history and cultures?-
each canvas offers a comPelling
portrait of a color, one retiring,
another brassy. Befitting its scale,
the large Red Painting (2001) dis-
plays considerable surface inci-
dence, with traces of gold, brown
and raw canvas running along the
edge. The smaller, curtainlike Fed
Painting (2003) is a wrinkled,
bunching thing, in contrast to the
polished Porsche of a Red
Paintingtrom the same year. We
get lost in the larger Black Painting
(2003), which recalls shinY tar,
while the smaller Black Painting
(2003), with a deep purple under-
coat, holds us at arm's length. The
washlike White Painting (2002)
reveals undertones of yellow, graY

and green, oddly reminiscent of
both Turner and skim milk.

The large-scale paintings can
overpower us with their Physical
presence, but small ones also
read as expansive, with thick
drips, slow-motion waves or Paint
pushed aside. Such physicality is
surprising since Marioni's subject,
light and color, is immaterial. But
his color is haptic as well as optic,
and fully embodied. While laYers
of acrylic may be supefthin and
almost transparent, the canvases
are three-dimensional objects, tak-
ing their place among things of the
world. The size and shaPe of the
support, the color and texture of
the linen, the tapering of the sides,
the drips collecting along the bot-
tom, the areas left bare-all con-
tribute to a single effect. What at
first glance may resemble nothing
so much as a field of sloPPilY
painted enamel calls us back,
offering a subtle and unhurried
education for the senses. These
are paintings for the long haul.

-Arden 
Reed

LOS ANGELES

Katie Grinnan at ACME
A slew of sculptors have
emerged in Los Angeles in the
last few years, but most seem
stuck in either constrictive for-
malism or murky surrealism. ln
her second solo show, Katie
Grinnan presented work that
feels f resh-formally intricate
constructed sculptures and
installations that tweak the tradi-
tional metaphorical connotations
of surreal organic abstraction.
lncorporating fragments of pho-

tographs and natural objects,
she assembles fantastical sct
tures that tap the mysteries o'
nature experienced in both sL
urban and exotic locales.

Drawing on a wide variety <

materials and styles, Grinnan
seems to wear her influences
her sleeve. The works variou.
evoke sculptures by Liz Larnt
Jessica Stockholder, Chris
Finley and LizCrall. But Grin
creates her own quirky branc
the sublime in pieces such at
Phantom Limb (all works 20(
an imposing palm frond dran
cally jutting out from the wall.
Forming a kind of canoPy, thr

underside of the painted fron
covered with Grinnan's cut at

collaged photographs of wall

Davis Birks: Malla No.3 (ELLOS, t

2002, lubular metal frame, chain-li
fencing, barbed wire, spray paint,
3% by 1 foot; at Nina Menocal.

whose graffiti suggest upda
cave painting.

Manipulated photographs
elements in most of the wor
signaling Grinnan's interest
describing an experience o'
nature that is thoroughlY mt
ed. ln the floor to ceiling ins
lion D reamcatche r, irregule
photos of the Costa Rican
are clustered on the ceiling
kind of Rorschach inkblot f
tion and also cascade do\
strands of rope and a tipsl
mobile. On the floor benez
vinelike sprawl, twisted ror
made of colored tissue pa
nestle beside a clutch of
seashells.

Grinnan conjures the st
surreal in Midnight at No<
installation featuring largt
standing photographs of
yard tree house and a Hi
Iawn display that camoul


